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To provide a formal framework for discussing specifications of abstract data types we 
restrict the notion of institution due to Goguen and Burstall (“Lecture Notes in Computer 
Sci.,” No. 164, pp. 221-256, Springer, Berlin, 1984) which formalizes the concept of a logical 
system for writing specifications, and deal with abstract algebraic institufions. These are 
institutions equipped with a notion of submodel which satisfy a number of technical con- 
ditions. In this framework we introduce an abstract notion of ground equation which, in turn, 
determines notions of abstract intinitary conditional equation and inequation. We prove that 
quasi-varieties (i.e., classes of models closed under submodels and nonempty products) are 
exactly classes of models detinable by abstract intinitary conditional equations and 
inequations. As a consequence we obtain “syntactic” characterizations of abstract algebraic 
institutions which guarantee the existence of reachable initial models for any consistent set of 
axioms, as well as those which guarantee the existence of a free model of a theory generated 
by any model of a subtheory (with respect to an arbitrary theory morphism). We also show 
how to specialize these results for abstract algebraic institutions of, respectively, total, partial, 
and continuous algebras. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of classes of algebras definable by equations has a well-established 
tradition in universal algebra. Perhaps the first (and most) important result in this 
area is Birkhoffs theorem [Bir 351 which states that these classes are exactly 
varieties, i.e., classes closed under subalgebras, products and quotients. Varieties 
and equational logic have a number of nice algebraic and proof-theoretic properties 
(cf., e.g., [GM 81]), not the least important among them being that any variety 
contains an initial algebra, which is an appropriate quotient of the initial algebra of 
terms (no junk!). 
In the spirit of this tradition the pioneering papers on algebraic specification 
[ADJ 76, Gut 75, Zil74] proposed to specify abstract data types by giving a 
signature and a set of equations over this signature, which describes a variety of 
algebras satisfying the equations. Moreover, the initial algebra in this variety was 
viewed as “the standard” realization of the abstract data type (cf. [ADJ 761). 
Today, however, examples of logical systems used in specifications include tirst- 
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order logic (with and without equality), Horn-clause logic, higher-order logic, 
infinitary logic, temporal logic, and many others. Note that all these logical systems 
may be (and actually are) considered with or without predicates, admitting par- 
tiality of operations or not. This leads to different concepts of signature and of 
model, perhaps even more obvious in examples like polymorphic signatures, order- 
sorted signatures, continuous algebras or error algebras. 
The informal notion of logical system has been formalized by Goguen and 
Brustall [GB 841, who introduced for this purpose the notion of institution (which 
generalizes the ideas of “abstract model theory” [Bar 743). An institution consists 
of a collection of “abstract signatures” together with for any “signature” C collec- 
tions of Z-sentences and of C-models and a satisfaction relation between C-models 
and Z-sentences. The only “semantic” requirement (“satisfaction condition”) is that 
when we change signatures, the induced translations of sentences and models 
preserve the satisfaction relation. This satisfaction condition expresses the inten- 
tional independence of the meaning of specifications from the actual notation. 
Among standard algebraic institutions (i.e., when only usual algebraic signatures 
and total many-sorted algebras are considered) the institution of infinitary con- 
ditional equations and inequations (intinitary Horn-clauses) has a special place. As 
proved by Mahr and Makowsky (cf. [MM 841) this is the most general standard 
algebraic institution which has the basic property of the institution of equations: 
any consistent set of axioms has an initial model with no junk (following [MM 841 
we say that institutions which satisfy this condition strongly admit initial semantics). 
Moreover, a similar result holds if we require the institution to be strongly liberal, 
i.e., that for any theory and for any model of a subtheory (w.r.t. an arbitrary theory 
morphism) there is a model of the theory which is free over and generated by this 
model of the subtheory. The most general strongly liberal standard algebraic 
institution is the institution of inlinitary conditional equations (cf. [Tar 841). 
In [Tar 84a, 851 we partly generalized these results and proved than an abstract 
algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics if and only if every class 
definable in it is a quasi-variety and that it is strongly liberal if and only if every 
class definable in it is a strict quasi-variety. 
By an abstract algebraic institution we mean (Sect. 3, cf. [Tar 851) an institution 
equipped with a notion of submodel and quotient model. This amounts to the 
requirement that for every signature .Z the category of Z-models has a factorization 
system. Moreover, we require that every ground variety w.r.t. this factorization 
system is definable in the institution and that the institution satisfies the 
“abstractness condition” (the satisfaction relation identities isomorphic models). 
Finally, we assume that the institution guarantees the existence of a diagram (in the 
sense of model theory) for any model. Some other restrictions are purely technical. 
It should be stressed that in this paper we deal only with reachable initial models 
(and free models which are generated by their submodels). Of course, in general 
initial models do not have to be reachable. For example, in the standard algebraic 
framework, the quantifier 3!, “there exists a unique” (easily expressible in first-order 
logic with equality: 3!x.~(x) stands for 3x.(cp(x) & V_V.(~( y) = x =v))) leads to 
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theories with nonreachable initial models. To illustrate this, consider a one-sorted 
signature with constant zero and unary operation SUCC, and the axiom 
~!X.SUCC(X) = x. It is easy to see that the initial model of this axiom consists of (a 
copy of) the natural numbers with exactly one additional element which is a fixed 
point of succ; of course, this model is not reachable. Although the “no junk” restric- 
tion seems to be quite acceptable (many approaches to abstract data types are 
based on this restriction anyway), it would be very interesting to admit arbitrary 
initial models in our characterization results. Some recent work by J. Makowsky 
[Mak 851 addresses this problem in the standard algebraic framework. 
In a series of very interesting papers Andreka, Nemeti and Sain (cf. [AN 76, 
AN 77, AN 79, NS 771, also, e.g., [BH 761 explored classes of morphisms (or, 
more generally, cones and trees) and the notion of injectivity w.r.t. these classes as 
categorical generalizations of the notions of, respectively, formulae and their 
satisfaction in a model. Along this line they obtained several Birkhoff-type charac- 
terization theorems which hold in any category satisfying rather mild assumptions 
and which may be used in the framework of abstract algebraic institutions (cf. 
[Tar 84a, 851). We briefly recall those of their results which we use here in Sec- 
tion 2. 
The main purpose of this paper is to pursue this line of investigation and to give 
a Birkhoff-type characterization of quasi-varieties in terms of definability by for- 
mulae of a certain standard form. 
Any abstract algebraic institution determines a semantic notion of “ground 
equation” (positive elementary sentence)-“ground equations” are exactly the sen- 
tences which define ground varieties (Sect. 4). Of course, we cannot expect that a 
“syntactic” characterization of these “ground equations” may be given without 
referring to a particular institution. What is possible and what we do in this paper 
(Sect. 6) is that when this syntactic notion of “ground equation” is given, quasi- 
varieties and strict quasi-varieties may be characterized in a uniform way, indepen- 
dent from any particular institution, as classes of models definable by (resp.) 
universally quantified infinitary conditional “equations” and “inequations,” and 
universally quantified inlinitary conditional “equations.” To formalize this we need, 
however, an abstract notion of open formula and universal quantification in an 
arbitrary institution (Sect. 5). 
We use the results of Section 6 to obtain “syntactic” characterizations of the most 
general abstract algebraic institution which strongly admits initial semantics and of 
the most general abstract algebraic institution which is strongly liberal (Sect. 7). 
Section 8 contains a brief summary of our results. 
Throughout this paper we illustrate introduced definitions and obtained results 
using three typical notions of model (over standard algebraic signatures): total, par- 
tial and continuous algebras. Our presentation of total algebras is based on 
[ADJ 761, of partial algebras on [Bur 82, Rei 84, and BrW 821, and of continuous 
algebras on [ANR 841 and [Mes SO] (cf. also [TW 851). 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of category theory. 
See [AM 78, Mac 71, HS 731 for the standard definitions of, e.g., category, functor, 
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pushout, colimit, cocontinuity, etc., which we omit here. Apart from that, the paper 
is formally self-contained, i.e., it contains all formal definitions and facts proved 
elsewhere which are necessary to interpret our definitions and results. However, 
some acquaintance with the basic intuition behind the notions of institution 
[GB 841, of injectivity w.r.t. cones [AN 76, 77, 791 and of abstract algebraic 
institution [Tar 851 would be helpful in following the details. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, mainly to fix the notation, we very briefly review basic notions, 
definitions, and facts used in the rest of the paper. 
Let K be an arbitrary category. 
By a factorization system for K we mean a pair (E, M) such that: 
(i) E is a class of epimorphisms in K, M is a class of monomorphisms in K. 
(ii) E and M are closed under composition and contain all isomorphisms 
in K. 
(iii) every morphism in K has (E, M)-factorization, i.e., for any morphism f 
there are e,- E E and rn/ E M such that f= es; mf 
(iv) the (E, M)-factorizations are unique up to isomorphism, i.e., for any 
el, e2 E E and ml, m2 E M, if el; ml = e2; m2 then there is an isomorphism i such 
that el;i=e2 and i;m2=ml. 
National Remark. Throughout the paper the composition in any category is 
denoted by ; (semicolon) and written in diagrammatic order. Identities are denoted 
by id (with indices, if necessary). 
For the rest of this section let us fix an arbitrary category K with a factorization 
system (E, M). Sometimes we refer to elements of E and M as factorization 
epimorphisms and monomorphisms, respectively. We assume that K is E-co-well- 
powered, i.e., see [HS 73, Def. 17.153, for every object A E 1K1 there is a sef of fac- 
torization epimorphisms E cE with domain A such that for every e EE with 
domain A there is e’ E E and an isomorphism i such that e = e’;i. Moreover, we 
assume that K has an initial object /i and all products (of sets of objects). 
We say that an object A E ]K/ is reachable if every morphism m E M with 
codomain A is an isomorphism, or equivalently (see [Tar 851) if the unique 
morphism from /1 to A is a factorization epimorphism. More intuitively, A is 
reachable if it has no proper subobject (where the notion of subobject is determined 
by the given factorization system). In the standard algebraic case this corresponds 
to the “no junk” requirement: an algebra is reachable iff it is generated by the 
empty set. 
We now list a few basic properties of factorization systems and reachable objects 
we rely on throughout this paper. 
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FACT 2.1. [Tar 851. (1) If em E and e;fEM for some f, then e is an 
isomorphism. If m E M and f; m E E for some f, then m is an isomorphism. 
(2) If A E JK( is reachable then for every BE [I(( there is at most one 
morphism from A to B. 
(3) If A, BE (K(, B is reachable andf: A + B then fEE. 
(4) Every object A E lK( has a unique (up to isomorphism) reachable sub- 
object. 
We say that a class Kc 1Kl of objects of K is closed under 
(i) isomorphism if for any isomorphism i, if the domain of i belongs to K 
then so does its codomain, 
(ii) products if for any set Fr K, the product of F belongs to K, 
(iii) nonempty products if for any nonempty set Fc K, the product of F 
belongs to K, 
(iv) s&objects (“submodels”) if for any morphism m E M, if the codomain of 
~1 belongs to K then so does its domain, 
(v) quotients (“homomorphic images”) if for any morphism e 6 E, if the 
domain of e belongs to K then so does its codomain, 
(vi) “extensions” if for any morphism f, if the domain off belongs to K then 
so does its codomain. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that all classes of objects of any 
category we talk about are closed under isomorphism. 
For any object A E (KI, Ext(A ) denotes the least class of objects in K which con- 
tains A and is closed under extensions, i.e., BE Ext(A) if and only if there is a 
morphism from A to B. 
A class KG IK( is called a variety (resp. strict quasi-variety, quasi-variety) if it is 
closed under quotients, subobjects, and products (resp. under subobjects and 
products, under subobjects and non-empty products). KG (K( is called a ground 
variety if it is of the form Ext(A) for some reachable object A E 1KI. If A E lK1 is 
reachable then it is initial in Ext(A). Moreover, if A E IKl is reachable then Ext(A) 
is closed under products, subobjects and quotients, i.e., any ground variety is a 
variety (see [Tar 851). 
LEMMA 2.1. [Tar 851. Any nonempty quasi-variety has a reachable initial object. 
In the rest of this section we briefly recall those Brikhoff-type characterization 
results formulated in [AN 76, AN 77, AN 79, NS 771, also, e.g., [BH 761 which we 
directly apply in our framework. 
For any morphismf: A -+ B and object ME (KJ we say that M is injective w.r.t. f 
if any morphism g: A -+ M factors through f, i.e., g =f;h for some h: B + M. 
(Actually, as the reader will see in the following, it might be more appropriate to 
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use the expression “M satisfies f’ to name this concept-we keep, however, the 
original terminology of [AN 761.) 
By a cone in K we mean any object A E JK( together with a family of morphisms 
with domain A. 
Let Y=(A, {fp:A-+BB}P<a ) be a cone in K. We say that an object ME /I(/ is 
injective w.r.t. y if any morphism g: A --, M factors through at least one morphism 
of y, i.e., g =fs; h for some /l< CI and h: B, -+ M. If r is a family of cones in K then 
we say that an object ME IK( is injective w.r.t. r if it is injective w.r.t. any element 
of f. Inj(r) 5 (KI denotes the class of all objects which are injective w.r.t. IY We say 
that r defines Inj(r). 
Simple examples of how this notion of injectivity relates to the logical satisfaction 
of sentences in standard categories of algebras will be given at the end of this sec- 
tion; more interesting examples of such a relationship will appear in the sequel (in 
the proofs of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and Theorems 6.1, 6.2). Here let us only state the 
main result. 
THEOREM 2.1 A class of objects of K is 
(1) a quasi-variety tff it is definable by a family of cones of the form (A, (e ) ) 
or (A, a), where eEE. 
(2) a strict quasi-variety tff it is definable by a family of cones of the form 
(A, {e}), where eEE. 
(3) a ground variety tff it is definable by a ,family of cones of the form 
(A, {e} ): where e E E (and A is initial in K). 
The proof is given, e.g., in [AN 76, NS 77, BH 761 (under the assumptions adop- 
ted here it may be slightly simplified-details in [Tar 851). 
Three Examples. 
An algebraic signature is a pair (S, Q) where S is a set (of sort names) and D is 
a family of sets {SZw,s}wES.,SES (of operation names). We write f: w -+ s to denote 
WEP, SES, fEIR,,J. An algebraic signature morphism o: (S, LI> + (27, 0’) is a 
pair ( crsorts, eopns ) where crsorts : S + S’ and oopns is a family of maps 
{G,, : Q,,, -+ Q b~~w~,o~s~} wESa,SE s where a*bL..., sn) denotes ~sorts(~l I,..., ~‘sorts (sn) 
for sl,..., sn E S. We will write Q(S) for bsorts( s D w ), ( ) f or o*(w) and o(f) for ~,,~(f), 
where f~ Qw,, . 
The category of algebraic signatures AlgSig has algebraic signatures as objects 
and algebraic signature morphisms as morphisms; the composition of morphisms is 
the composition of their corresponding components as functions. Category AlgSig 
is cocomplete. 
Let Z = (S, Q) be an algebraic signature. 
We define the categories of, respectively, total, partial and continuous C-algebras 
and their natural factorization systems. 
A partial Z-algebra A consists of an S-sorted family of carrier sets IAl = 
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b4sLs and for eachf: sl,..., sn-,sapartiulfunctionf,: jAls,x ..- x JAl,,-+(Al,. 
A total C-algebra is a partial C-algebra in which all these functions are total. A 
(weak) Z-homomorphism from a partial C-algebra A to a partial Z-algebra B, 
h: A + B, is a family of total functions {h, : 1 A( s + IBI ,y},, s such that for any 
,f: sl,..., sn -+ s and a, E (Al r,,..., a, E IAl 3,, 
fA(a , ,..., a,) delined * fe(hsl (a,) ,..., h,, (a,)) defined and 
hs(fA (~1 y..-) an))=fs(h,, (a,),-, h,,(d) 
([BrW 821 would call this a total C-homomorphism). If moreover h satisfies the 
condition 
fs(h,i (al) ,... , h,,(a,)) defined *fA(a ,,..., a,) defined 
then h is called a closed Z-homomorphism. 
Let TAlg(C) denote the category of total C-algebras and C-homomorphisms. 
TAlg(Z) has an initial object Tz, the algebra of ground Z-terms, all products of 
sets of C-algebras defined in the usual way and, moreover, a factorization system 
(TE,, TM,), where TE, is the class of all surjective C-homomorphisms 
(epimorphisms in TAlg(C)) and TM, is the class of all injective C-homomorphisms 
(monomorphisms in TAlg(Z)). TAlg(C) is TE,-co-well-powered. 
Let PAlg(Z) denote the category of partial C-algebras and (weak) C- 
homomorphisms. PAlg(C) has an initial object q5=, the algebra with all carriers 
empty and so all operations totally undefined, all products of sets of partial Z- 
algebras defined in the usual way and, moreover, a factorization system 
(PE,, PM,), where PE, is the class of all epimorphisms in PAlg(C) and PM, is 
the class of all injective closed Z-homomorphisms. PAlg(Z) is PE,-co-well- 
powered. 
Note that under this factorization system a subobject of a partial C-algebra 
corresponds to a partial subalgebra in the sense of [Grl79, p. 803: if B is a partial 
C-algebra then a partial subalgebra A of B has a carrier 1 A( c (B( such that IAl is 
closed under all operations (as defined in B). 
Note also that epimorphisms in PAlg(C) need not be surjective. A Z- 
homomorphism h: A --t B is an epimorphism if and only if B has no proper sub- 
algebra containing the (set-theoretic) image of IAl under h. 
For any S-sorted set X = (X,},, E S the (total) algebra of Z-terms with variables X, 
denoted by T,(X), is defined as usual as “the” initial total Z( X)-algebra where 
C(X) is the enrichment of C by elements of X as constants of the appropriate sorts 
(see, e.g:, [ADJ 761 or [BG 821). For any partial C-algebra A and any S-sorted 
function u: X -+ IAl (called a valuation of variables X) the value of a term 
tE I~,r(XN,, SES, in A under u is denoted by t”(u) (note that t”(v) may be 
undefined-see [Bur 821 or [Rei 841 for a precise definition of this notion). We 
write T, for TX(~) and refer to terms with no variables as ground terms. For a 
ground term t we write tA rather than tA(++). 
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Note that a Z-homomorphisms h: A + B is an epimorphism (in PAlg(C)) if and 
only if any element of IBI is the value of a Z-term with variables X under a 
valuation which maps X into the image of [A( under h. In particular, a partial Z- 
algebra B is reachable in PAlg(Z) if and only if every element of 1 BI is the value in 
B of a ground Z-term. 
By a continuous Z-algebra we mean a total Z-algebra A together with a chain- 
complete ordering Q A E IAl x IAl (i.e., for s E S, 6 ,” is an ordering on (A Is such 
that any countable chain a, < fur < p..., of elements of IAl, has a least upper bound 
Ll” ,,,a, in IAl,) such that all operations in A are continuous (i.e., for any 
J sr x . . * x s, -+ s, for any chains akTO < ,A,a,,, < $ . . . . in (A 1 si for k = l,..., n, 
SA (Ll~~Oal,i~~-*7 U:‘aOan,i) = L.l:‘>lJfA (al,i3...Y un,i)). 
For any continuous Z-algebras A, B, by a continuous C-homomorphism from A 
to B we mean a (discrete) C-homomorphism h: A + B which is continuous w.r.t. the 
orderings in A and B, i.e., for any chain a, 6 ‘a, 6 ‘..., h(Uta,,aj) = U~~Oh(aj). 
(Note that, whenever possible, we omit the subscripts s in formulae.) We say that a 
continuous Z-homomorphism h: A -+ B is ,full if for any u,h~IAl, a< Ah ill 
h(a) d B/r(h). 
Let CAlg(C) denote the category of continuous Z-algebras and continuous C- 
homomorphisms. CAlg(Z) has an initial object, which is an initial total Z-algebra 
of (finitary) ground terms with the discrete ordering, all products of sets of con- 
tinuous Z-algebras defined in the usual way and, moreover, a factorization system 
(CE,, CM,), where (cf. [Mes SO]) CE, is the class of all strongly dense 
epimorphisms in CAlg(Z) and CM, is the class of all full injective continuous 
C-homomorphism (full monomorphisms in CAlg(Z)). A continuous Z- 
homomorphism h: A + B is strongly dense if B has no proper continuous sub- 
algebra which contains the set-theoretic image of (Al under h. (Note that the usual 
notion of a continuous subalgebra is determined by the accepted factorization 
monomorphisms.) This is equivalent to the requirement that every element of IBJ is 
the least upper bound of a countable chain of least upper bounds of countable 
chains of . . . of elements of the set-theoretic image of /A 1 under h. Fortunately, the 
length of the iteration represented by the elipsis “... ” in the previous statement may 
be bounded (see [Nel81, ANR 841) which shows that CAlg(Z) is CE,-co-well- 
powered. 
Let ICI = 2 max(card(Z), x0} and let IX:/ + be the least regular ordinal larger than (2-I. 
Define inductively the (S-sorted) family { T, (L’) } a < ,=, + 
(1) T,(C) is the (carrier of the) usual discrete initial C-algebra of ground 
linitary Z-terms, 
(2) for any ordinal c1<ICJ+, for SES, T,+,(~‘),=T,(~),~{u~,~t~l for 
i>O ti E T,(z),}, 
(3) for any limit ordinal u < IZ( +, T,(C) = Up_ T,(Z). 
Let T.? = UacIZI+ T,(E), the family of ground inlinitary C-terms. (Note that here 
/JiaO tj is nothing more than just a formal expression; it is not a least upper bound.) 
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For any continuous Z-algebra A and term t E TT, we define the value of t in A, 
tA, as follows: 
(1) for t E T,,(C), tA is defined as in the discrete case above, 
(2) fortET,+,(~),t=Ui,,ti,wherefori>,O,tiET,(C),tAisdefinedifand 
only if for i 2 0, tf is defined and tf < A tf+ 1, and if this is the case then tA = Utai,,tf. 
Now, the above definitions extend in the usual way (as in the discrete case) to 
define intinitary C-terms with variables and their values in a continuous algebra 
under a valuation of variables. 
A continuous Z-homomorphism h: A + B is a strongly dense epimorphism if and 
only if any element of IBI is the value of an intinitary C-term with variables X under 
a valuation which maps X into the image of IAJ under h. In particular, a continuous 
Z-algebra B is reachable in CAlg(C) if and only if every element of IBI is the value 
in B of a ground infinitary Z-term. 
To conclude this section, let us illustrate the notion of injectivity w.r.t. cones by 
means of a very simple example (in the framework of total algebras). Let Z be an 
algebraic signature with exactly one sort and three constants a, b and c; let A and B 
be the following C-algebras: 
A: ‘> 3 B: _ 
a=b c a=h=c 
Finally, let hA and h be (the unique, by Fact 2.1) C-homomorphisms from T, (the 
initial C-algebra) to A and, respectively, from A to B. 
Now, for any C-algebra C 
(a) C is injective w.r.t. (T,, (hA}) if and only if C satisfies the equation 
a = b (as by the definition of the initial algebra, the injectivity of C w.r.t. this cone is 
equivalent to the existence of a Z-homomorphism from A to C). 
(b) C is injective w.r.t. (A, 4) if and only if C does not satisfy the equation 
a = b (as by the definition, the injectivity of C w.r.t. this cone is equivalent to the 
fact that there is no C-homomorphism from A to C). 
(c) C is injective w.r.t. (A, {h}) if and only if either C does not satisfy the 
equation a = b or C satisfies the equations a = b and b = c (as by Fact 2.1, the injec- 
tivity of C w.r.t. this cone is equivalent to the fact that either there is no C- 
homomorphism from A to C or there is a Z-homomorphism from B to C). 
3. ABSTRACT ALGEBRAIC INSTITUTIONS 
Following [GB 843 we introduce institutions to formalize the notion of a logical 
system for writing specifications. The work of [Bar 743 on abstract model theory is 
similar in intent to the theory of institutions but the notions used there and the con- 
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ditions they must satisfy are more restrictive and rule out some of the examples we 
would like to deal with. 
DEFINITION 3.1. [GB 841. An institution INS consists of: 
(i) A category Sign,,, (of signatures). 
(ii) A functor Sen,,,: Sign,,, -+ Cat (where Cat is the category of all 
categories’) such that for any signature C Sen,,,(Z) is a discrete category. SenlNs 
gives for any signature .Z the class of C-sentences and for any signature morphism 
O: C + C’ the function Sen,,s (0): SenlNs (Z) + Sen,,, (2’) translating Z-sentences 
to Z-sentences. 
(iii) A functor Mod,,,: Sign& + Cat. Mod,,, gives for any signature C the 
category of Z-models and for any signature morphism O: C + 2’ the a-reduct 
functor Modi,, (a): ModlNS (Z’) + Mod,,, (L’) translating Z-models to C-models. 
(iv) A satisfaction relation /= Z ,Ns E ) Mod,,, (Z)l x ISen,,, (L’)/ for each 
signature ,Y such that the following “satisfaction condition” holds: 
For any signature morphism O: Z + 27 the translations Mod,,, (a) of models 
and Sen,,s(a) f o sentences preserve the satisfaction relation, i.e., for any 
(PE ISeni,s(C)I and M’E lModi,s(z’)I 
Ml= LP,INS eni,s (U)(V) iffMod,,s(o)(M’)~,,,,scp. 
Notational conventions: 
(a) We omit subscripts (INS, L) whenever possible. 
(b) For any signature morphism CT: C -+ 27, Sen(o) is denoted just by CJ and 
Mod(a) is denoted by _lB (i.e., for (PE ISen(L’)I, a(q) stands for Sen(a)(cp), and, 
e.g., for M’E (Mod(C M’I, stands for Mod(a)(M)). 
(c) For @G ISen( and Kc [Mod(Z)1 we write Kb@ with the obvious 
meaning. 
(d) For any signature Z and @ c ISen(L)l, Mod(@) denotes the collection of 
all E-models M that satisfy @ (i.e., such that Mb@). 
However, this very elegant and extremely general framework is too general for 
our purposes. We restrict the notion of institution and deal only with abstract 
algebraic institutions, which are institutions with factorization systems subject to 
several technical conditions. Before we give a formal definition we need some more 
terminology. 
For any signature L’, the morphisms of the category of L-models are called z1- 
morphism. We identify any class K of L-models with the full subcategory of 
Mod(L) with objects K. We say that a class of Z-models K is dejkzble if there is a 
’ Of course, some foundational difticulties are connected with the use of this category, as discussed in 
[MacL 713. We do not discuss this point here, and we disregard other such foundational issues in this 
paper. 
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set of L-sentences @ s ISen(C)I such that K consists of exactly those Z-models that 
satisfy @, i.e., K = Mod(@). For any signature morphism 6: C -+ C’ by a a-expan- 
skn of a C-model M we mean any Z-model M’ such that M’I d = M. Similarly, by a 
rr-a~pupansion of a Z-morphism f we mean any Z-morphism .f’ such that f’l, =.I: 
DEFINITION 3.2. [Tar 851. An abstract algebraic insfitufion is an institution INS 
together with for any signature Z a factorization system (E,, M,) for Mod(Z) 
such that the following conditions hold: 
( 1) The category of signatures is finitely cocomplete and Mod preserves finite 
colimits (i.e., Mod translates finite colimits in Sign to limits in Cat). 
(2) For any signature Z, the category Mod(Z) of Z-models has an initial 
object and all products (of sets of models). Moreover, it is E.-co-well-powered. 
(3) For any signature morphism (T: ,?I -+ Z’ the cr-reduct functor preserves 
submodels (i.e., for any m’ E M,. rn’l~ E M,) and products. 
(4) (Abstraction condition) For any signature Z, A, BE \Mod(Z‘)I and 
cp E ISen(Z)I, if A and B are isomorphic then A + cp iff Bk cp. 
(5) (Definability of ground varieties) For any signature Z, any ground 
variety of Z-models is definable. 
(6) (Existence of diagrams) For any signature 2‘ and model ME IMod(Z)I 
there is a signature L(M) and a signature morphism I: Z -+ Z(M) such that 
(a) M has a reachable r-expansion E(M). 
(b) For any Z-morphism J M + N there is a unique I-expansion of N, 
E,-(N), such that f has a (unique, since E(M) is reachable) r-expansion 
from E(M) to E,-(N). Moreover, for any Z-morphismsf: M + Nl and 
h: Nl + N2, h has a unique l-expansion, denoted by E(h), from E,(Nl) 
to &(N2). 
(c) For models “containing” E(M) the r-reduct functor preserves quotients, 
i.e., for any factorization epimorphism CE EL,,&,, with domain in 
Ext( fY( M)) rl, E E, as well. 
If this is the case we call Z(M) the diagram signature for M with the signature 
inclusion 1 and we call E(M) the diagram expnsion of M. 
By the basis of an abstract algebraic institution we mean the triple 
B,,, = (Sign, Mod ( (E,-, M,) ) Lt ,Slpn, >. 
Discussion. The above requirements may seem to be rather restrictive. We feel, 
however, that they are quite natural and, moreover, they are satisfied in a number 
of standard institutions (see below). This was discussed more extensively in 
[Tar 851, so only the very basic intuition behind these requirements is given here. 
(1) is a quite standard requirement which appears whenever the institution is 
supposed to provide some tools for “putting things together” (cf., e.g., [BG 80, 
EWT 83, ST 841). The existence of factorization systems together with (2) and (3) 
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provide an institution with notions of submodel and quotient model which are 
necessary to formulate our results. (4) just says that we want to deline and consider 
models only up to isomorphism. (5) guarantees that abstract algebraic institutions 
have a certain minimal specification power. In the standard algebraic case it reduces 
to the requirement of expressibility of ground equations. Finally, (6) guarantees 
that in abstract algebraic institutions we can use the method of diagrams (in the 
sense of, e.g., [CK 731). This corresponds to the requirement in [MM 841 than an 
algebraic specification language must be “rich enough.” Notice that (b) and (c) in 
(6) mean exactly that the z-reduct functor is an ismorphism of the comma 
categories (cf. [HS 73, Definition 4.181) (E(M), Mod(C(M))) and (M, Mod(C)) 
with the factorization systems inherited from the categories of models. 
Let INS be an abstract algebraic institution. 
By a speczjkation in INS we mean a pair (2, @), where Z is a signature and @ 
is a set of Z-sentences. Note, however, that when dealing with a specification we 
can use not only the properties explicitly stated in @; we can also use all their 
logical consequences, i.e., sentences that hold in any model of the specification. By a 
theory we mean a specification in which the set of sentences already contains all its 
logical consequences. A bit more formally: for any signature C and KG [Mod(X)1 
let Th(K) denote the set of all Z-sentences that hold in K, i.e., 
Th(K)= {cp~ ISen ) K /= cp}. A theory is a specilication (Z, @) where 
@=Th(Mod(@)). If T= (Z, @) is a theory, we use the notation Mod(T) for the 
collection of all T-models, i.e., all models that satisfy @. For any signature Z, by the 
empty C-theory we mean the theory consisting of all trivial C-sentences, i.e., the 
theory (Z, Th(lMod(Z)()). 
For any two theories Tl = (Cl, @l ) and 72 = (Z2, @2), by a theory morphism 
from Tl to 22, B: Ti -+ 72, we mean a signature morphism CT: Cl --) C2 such that 
a(~)~@2 for any cp~@l. 
Note that if O: Tl -+ 72 is a theory morphism then the a-reduct functor _I0 
translates ZJ-models to Tl -models, _ IQ : Mod( 72) -+ Mod( Tl ). 
Three Examples 
Let B: Z+ C’ be an algebraic signature morphism. For any total Z-algebra A we 
define its o-reduct A(,E (TALg(Z’)I by [A(,(,= (A(.,,, for SES andfAlo=a(f), for 
f: w -+ s in C. Similarly, for any Z-homomorphisms h: A -+ B the a-reduct of h is 
the Z-homomorphism hi,: Al, + B(, defined by (hi,), = h,,,, for s E S. The map- 
pings A M Al,, h I-+ hi, form a functor from TAlg(Z’) to TAlg(C); o-reduct 
functors for partial and continuous algebras are defined in a similar way. These 
definitions determine functors TAlg: AlgSig”P -+ Cat, PAlg: AlgSigoP + Cat, and 
CAlg: AlgSigoP -t Cat. 
Now consider 
B TAIL = <AM%, T&T (J’Ez, TMz)zE IAlgSig( >, 
B PAlg = (AM% PAk <PEz, PMz)_z, IAlgSig( >, 
B CAlg = (AWk CAk {CJL, CWr)..r, /AlgSigl>. 
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B TAlg 2 BPAlg, and BcA~, are bases of abstract algebraic institutions. To prove this, 
it is sufficient to verify requirements (l), (2), (3), and (6) of Definition 3.2 (see the 
beginning of the next section, where we show how a basis satisfying these 
requirements may be extended to an abstract algebraic institution). The cocom- 
pleteness of AlgSig is stated explicitly in [GB 84a, Proposition 51 and the rest of 
(1) was proved in [SW 821 for total algebras, but the proof essentially carries over 
to the two other cases. We mentioned (2) already in the previous section, and (3) 
may be checked directly. Finally, for (6) note that in each of these three cases, a 
diagram signature for a total, partial or continuous C-algebra A may be defined as 
C( (A I), the extension of C by a constant of the appropriate sort for each element of 
the carrier of A. 
Abstract algebraic institutions with these bases will be called, respectively, stan- 
dard algebraic institutions, (abstract algebraic) institutions of partial algebras, and 
(abstract algebraic) institutions of continuous algebras (examples in the next sec- 
tion). 
4. GROUND SENTENCES 
Let B = (Sign, Mod, {(E,, M,)},, ISign, ) be a basis of an abstract algebraic 
institution. 
By the institution of ground positive elementary sentences in B, GPES(B), we 
mean any abstract algebraic institution with the basis B such that all and only 
ground quasi-varieties are definable in GPES(B). 
Note that Lemma 2.1 implies that this is equivalent to the following two 
requirements: 
(1) For any signature C and ground positive elementary X-sentence 
6 E ISenG,,sCBI (C)l, 6 is preserved under submodels, products and extensions of Z- 
models (i.e., the class of models of 6 is closed under submodels, products and exten- 
sions). 
(2) For any signature C and reachable C-model A there is a set of ground 
positive elementary C-sentences A c 1 Sen oPESCB)(Z)I such that A E Mod(d) E 
Ext(A). 
An institution of ground positive elementary sentences exists for any basis of 
abstract algebraic institutions, although it may be impossible to construct it in a 
nice “syntactic” form. Perhaps the most “non-syntactic” way to define it is to accept 
for any signature C as ground positive elementary C-sentences just all ground 
varieties of X-models with membership as the satisfaction relation. The translation 
of such “sentences” may be defined as follows: for any signature morphism 
0: Z + C’ and ground variety V of C-models define O( V) = VI ; I = (ME 1 Mod( C’)l 
1 KI, E V}. To see that this is well-defined, observe that under our assumptions 
about the reduct functors (Definition 3.2) VI; ’ is closed under products, submodels 
and extensions whenever I/ is, which is the case when V is a ground variety, and so 
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I’];’ is a ground variety by Lemma 2.1. To prove that the above construction 
yields in fact an institution of ground positive elementary sentences, we have to 
check the satisfaction and abstractness conditions from Definition 3.2 and the 
requirements (1) and (2) above, which is trivial. 
Let Z E ) Sign ( be a signature. 
By an infinitary conditional ground positive C-sentence we mean a pair (A 1, A2 ) 
of sets of ground positive elementary Z-sentences, written in the form Al = 42. 
For any Z-model ME /Mod(Z we say that M satisfies an inlinitary conditional 
ground positive Z-sentence p, written Mk=p, where p = Al = 42, if Ml= A2 or 
MkAl. 
The above notions combine in the obvious way to form the institution ICGPS(B) 
of inlinitary conditional ground positive sentences in B, with the translation of 
sentences induced by the translation of ground positive elementary sentences: for 
any signature morphism c: C + C’ and inlinitary conditional ground positive 
Z-sentence Al =S 42, a(A1 =a A2)=a(Al)=sa(A2), where for any set A of 
ground elementary Z-sentences a(A) = {a(d)16 E At is the image of A under the 
a-translation of sentences in GPES(B). 
LEMMA 4.1. Any class of models definable in ICGPS(B) is a strict quasi-variety. 
ProoJ: Since any intersection of strict quasi-varieties is a strict quasi-variety, by 
Theorem 2.1 it is sufficient to prove that for any infmitary conditional ground 
positive sentence the class of its models is definable by a family of cones of the form 
(M, {e} ) where e is a factorization epimorphism. 
Let Z E JSignl and let Al and A2 be sets of ground positive elementary Z-senten- 
ces. Then, let Ml and M2 be reachable Z-models such that Mod(A1) = Ext(M1) 
and Mod(A1 u 42) = Ext(M2). 
M2k Al and so there is a Z-morphism e: Ml -+ A42. Moreover, from the proper- 
ties of reachable objects it follows that e E E,. We prove that a Z-model A is injec- 
tive w.r.t. e if and only if A+Al =a 42. 
Assume that A+ Al =S A2 and let f: Ml +A. Thus, A/=Al, hence also A/=A2 
and so there is g: M2 4 A. Now, since Ml is reachable, e; g =f, which proves that 
A is injective w.r.t. e. 
Then, let A be injective w.r.t. e and assume that A k Al. Thus, there is a X- 
morphism from Ml to A. By injectivity of A w.r.t. e, there is a Z-morphism from 
M2 to A as well and so A t= 42, which proves that A k Al =c- 42. 1 
To deal with quasi-varieties (i.e., to drop the assumption of strictness) we extend 
the institution ICGPS(B) to the institution ICGS(B) of injkzitary conditional ground 
sentences. For any signature ZE (Sign/, these are either inlinitary conditional 
ground positive Z-sentences as defined above or sentences written in the form 
A =s false, where A c lSenGpEs (Z)l. A Z-model ME [Mod(X)] satisfies Aafalse, 
Ml= A =P false, if Mk A. 
LEMMA 4.2. Any class of models definable in ICGS(B) is a quasi-variety. 
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Proof: Let A be a set of ground positive elementary C-sentences and let h4 be a 
reachable C-model such that Mod(A) = Ext(M). 
For any A E IMod(Z)I, there is no C-morphism from M to A if and only if A p A. 
Thus, A ‘F A z= false iff A is injective w.r.t. (M, #), which, by Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 2.1, completes the proof. 1 
Three Examples 
In all three of our examples of bases of abstract algebraic institutions, ground 
elementary positive sentences may be defined in the expected form. 
Let CE ( AlgSigl be an algebraic signature. 
By a ground (tinitary) Z-equation we mean any pair (tl, t2), written in the form 
t 1 = t2, of ground C-terms of the same sort. A total C-algebra A satisfies a ground 
Z-equation tl = t2 if tl A = t2A. A partial C-algebra A satisfies a ground C-equation 
t 1 = t2 if t 1 A and t2A are defined and equal. 
By a ground (intinitary) Z-inequality we mean any pair (tl, t2), written in the 
form tl E t2, of ground infinitary C-terms of the same sort. A continuous C-algebra 
A satisfies a ground C-inequality tl c t2 if tlA and t2A are defined and tl A < At2A. 
It is easy to check that ground Z-equations are preserved under subalgebras, 
products and extensions of total and partial algebras and ground C-inequalities are 
preserved under continuous subalgebras, products and extensions of continuous 
algebras. 
Moreover, for any partial (resp. continuous) reachable C-algebra A let A + (A ) 
denote the set of all ground Z-equations (resp. ground C-inequalities) which hold in 
A. Then, for any partial (resp. continuous) C-algebra B, if Bk A+(A) then there is a 
(resp. continuous) C-homomorphism from A to B (which maps any element a E IA ) 
to tB, where t is a ground C-term such that tA = a-we leave details of the proof as 
an exercise. 
The above proves that the standard algebraic institution of ground equations 
(resp. the institution of ground equations in partial algebras, the institution of 
ground inequalities in continuous algebras) is an institution of ground positive 
elementary sentences in B,,,, (resp. BPAlg, B,,,, ). (The translation of equations and 
inequalities along algebraic signature morphisms is induced by the usual translation 
of ground tinitary terms.) 
5. OPEN FORMULAE IN AN ARBITRARY INSTITUTION 
In logic, formulae may contain free variables (such formulae are called open). To 
interpret an open formula, we have to provide not only an interpretation for the 
symbols of the underlying signature (a model) but also an interpretation for the free 
variables (a valuation of variables into the model). This provides a natural way to 
deal with quantifiers. Thus, we need institutions in which sentences may contain 
free variables. Fortunately we do not have to change the notion of institution-we 
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can provide open formulae in the present framework (this idea, first outlined in 
[ST 843, was influenced by the treatment of variables in [Bar 741). Note that we 
use here the term “formula” rather than “sentence,” which is reserved for the sen- 
tences of the underlying institution. 
Let Z = (S, 52) be an algebraic signature. For any (S-sorted) set X, define .X(X) 
to be the extension of Z by the elements of X as new constants of the appropriate 
sorts. 
Now, any sentence over Z(X) may be viewed as an open formula over Z with 
free variables X. Given a Z-algebra A, to determine whether an open C-formula 
with variables X holds in A we have first to fix a valuation of variables X into IAl. 
Such a valuation corresponds exactly to an expansion of A to a Z(X)-algebra, 
which additionally contains an interpretation of the constants X. 
Given a translation of sentences along an algebraic signature morphism 
o: C -+ ,E’ we can extend it to a translation of open formulae. Roughly, we translate 
an open C-formula with variables X, which is a C(X)-sentence, to the 
corresponding C’(X’)-sentence, which is an open Z-formula with variables X’. Here 
X’ results from X by an appropriate renaming of sorts determined by c (we also 
have to avoid unintended “clashes” of variables and operation symbols). 
The above ideas generalize to an arbitrary institution INS. (INS need not be 
abstract algebraic, but we have to assume that the category of signatures is finitely 
cocomplete and that the model functor preserves finite colimits-requirement (1) in 
Definition 3.2.) 
Let .E be a signature. 
Any pair (cp, S), where 0: Z -+ 2:’ is a signature morphism and cp E ISen(Z’)l, is 
an open C-formula with variables “C’ - 8(Z).” (Note the quotation marks-since 
C’- e(Z) makes no sense in an arbitrary institution, it is only meaningful as an aid 
to our intuition.) If M is a C-model, ME (Mod(Z then a valuation of variables 
“Z’ - e(Z)” into M is a Z-model M’ E IMod(C’)J which is a O-expansion of M, i.e., 
M’l,=M. 
Note that in the standard logical framework there may be no valuation of a set of 
variables into a model containing an empty carrier. Similarly, here a valuation need 
not always exist (although there may be more reasons for that). For example, for 
an algebraic signature morphism 8: C -+ C’ which is not injective some total (par- 
tial, continuous) E-algebras have no e-expansion. 
If 0: Z -+ Zl is a signature morphism and (cp, 0) is an open Z-formula then we 
define the translation of (cp, 0 ) along e as a( (cp, 0 ) ) = (o’(q), 0’ ), where 
is a pushout in the category of signatures. 
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Remark 5.1. There is a rather subtle problem we have to point out here: 
pushouts are defined only up to isomorphism, so strictly speaking the translation of 
open formulae is not well-defined. Fortunately, from the definition of an institution 
one may easily prove that whenever I: El + Cl” is an isomorphism in Sign with 
inverse t- I then Sen(r): Sen(C1’) + Sen(X1”) is a bijection, Mod(r): Mod(C1”) + 
Mod(C1’) is an isomorphism in Cat and moreover for any Cl’-sentence 
cp E (Sen(Cl’)( and any Cl’-model M~‘E (Mod(Zl’)( 
Ml’ t= cp iff Ml’l;-l + r(cp) 
This shows that (at least for semantic analysis) we can pick out an arbitrary 
pushout to define the translation of open formulae and so we may safely accept the 
above definition of translation. 
Note that sometimes we want to restrict the class of signature morphisms which 
may be used to construct open formulae. In fact, above we used only algebraic 
signature inclusions 1: C -+ C’, where the only new symbols in C’ were constants. To 
guarantee that the translation of open formulae is defined under such a restriction, 
we consider only restrictions to a collection I of signature morphisms which is 
closed under pushing out along arbitrary signature morphisms, i.e., for any 
signature morphisms cr: Z -+ Cl if 0: C -+ C’, 8 E I then there is a pushout in Sign 
such that 8’ E I. 
Examples of such collections I in AlgSig include: the collection of all algebraic 
signature inclusions, the restriction of this to inclusions 8: C --f C’ such that ,Z’ con- 
tains no new sorts, the further restriction of this by the requirement that Z’ con- 
tains new constants only (as above), the collection of all algebraic signature 
morphisms which are onto w.r.t. sorts, the collection of all identities and the collec- 
tions of all morphisms. Note that most of the above permit variables denoting 
operations or even sorts. 
In the rest of this section we show how to universally close the open formulae 
introduced above (the construction is based on the notion of a syntactic operation 
in [Bar 741). 
Let I be a collection of signature morphisms which is closed under pushing out 
along arbitrary morphisms in Sign. Let C be a signature and let (cp, 0) be an open 
C-formula such that 0: C + Z’ and 8 E 1. Consider the universal closure of (cp, e), 
written V’c’ - e(Z). cp, as a new C-sentence. The satisfaction relation and the trans- 
lation of sentences VZ’ - O(C).cp along a signature morphism are defined in the 
expected way: 
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- A Z-model satisfies VC’ - t&Y).cp if each of its &expansions satisfies cp, i.e., 
for any 44~(Mod(C)I MFVZ”-8(Z).(p iff for any M’E/M~~(C’)I such that 
M’I,=M, M’kcp. 
- For any signature morphisms g: C + 21, a(vz’-8(.z).~)=Vz1’- 
0’(D). a’(q), where 
is a pushout in Sign (with 8’ E I). 
THEOREM 5.1. For any signature morphism 6: C + zll, open .Y-formula (q, 0) 
and L’l-model Ml E [Mod( 
Ml(,~VZ’-8(Z).cp iff Ml l==cr(V,C’- Q(Z).cp) 
Proof: 3 Assume that Ml Ig /=VZ’ - 0(C).cp and let Ml’ be a P-expansion of 
Ml. Let M’ denote Ml’(... Obviously, M’I 0 = Ml 1 6. Thus, by the assumption, 
M’bcp. Hence, by the satisfaction condition for the underlying institution, 
Ml’kg’(cp), which proves that Ml kVZl’- 8’(Zl).a’((p). 
* Assume that Ml b VU’ - &(,X1 ). o’( cp) and let M’ be a &expansion of Ml 1 d, 
i.e., M’(,=Ml(,. Now, from the construction of pullbacks in Cat it follows that 
there is a Zl’-model M~‘E IMod(Zl’)I such that Ml’l,. =M’ and Ml’J,, =Ml. 
Then, by the assumption Ml’ka’(q). Hence, by the satisfaction condition for the 
underlying institution, M’/=q, which proves that Ml I0 l=VZ’ - S(Z). cp. 1 
Note that in the above we have extended our underlying institution INS. For- 
mally, Theorem 5.1 guarantees that the following extension of INS by universal 
closure w.r.t. I, INS’/(I), is an institution (modulo Remark 5.1.): 
(i) Sign,,,v(,, is Sign,,,. 
(ii) For any signature Z, SenlNSv(,, (2’) is the collection of all universal 
closures V/c’ -+ 0(zl).q of open Z-formulae, where 0: Z + 2, 13 E I; for a signature 
morphism cr: Z- + Cl Sen rNSv(,)(e) is the translation of universally closed open for- 
mulae as defined above. 
(iii) ModlNsq(r) is Mod,,s. 
(iv) The satisfaction relation in INS’(I) is determined by the notion of 
satisfaction for universally closed open formulae as defined above. 
Obviously, other quantifiers (there exists, there exist infinitely many, there exists 
a unique, for almost all...) may be introduced to institutions in the same manner as 
we have just introduced universal quantifiers. It is also worth mentioning that one 
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may similarly introduce logical connectives (cf. [Bar 741); thus our construction of 
the institution of inlinitary conditional ground sentences out of ground positive 
elementary sentences may be easily generalized. Note that by iterating this idea we 
can, for example, derive the institution of first-order logic from the institution of 
ground atomic formulae. 
6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF QUASI-VARIETIES 
Having defined the institution of infinitary conditional ground sentences and the 
notion of universal quantification of formulae of an arbitrary institution, the 
obvious possibility to get the institution in which all and only strict quasi-varieties 
are definable is to universally quantify the infinitary conditional ground positive 
sentences, i.e., to consider an institution of the form ICGPS(B)‘(I). The only 
problem is the characterization of the class I of signature morphisms which we 
allow to introduce variables. 
Obviously, as in the previous section we have to require that I is closed under 
pushing out along arbitrary signature morphisms. Moreover, we have to assume 
that I contains enough signature morphisms to admit the method of diagrams. 
Finally, we need some additional restriction to guarantee that the definable classes 
are in fact strict quasi-varieties. 
Thus, throughout the rest of this section let I be a class of morphisms in Sign 
such that 
(1) I is closed under pushing out along arbitrary signature morphisms in 
Sign. 
(2) I contains all identities and admits diagrams, i.e., for any signature C and 
C-model M there is a diagram signature E(M) for A4 with a signature inclusion 
t:C-+C(M) such that 1~1. 
(3) The reduct functors corresponding to signature morphisms in I locally 
create submodels and products, i.e., for any 9 E I, 9: C -+ Z’, if A is a Z-model then 
any %-expansion of a submodel of A is a submodel of a %-expansion of A; if 
(A,),<,, c( >/ 0, is a family of C-models then any %-expansion of a product of 
(A,), < 1 is a product of a family of %-expansions of (A, )D < a. 
Note that under the above assumption about I, for any abstract algebraic 
institution INS, INS’(I) is abstract algebraic as well (in fact, we need only 
assumptions (1) and (2) here). 
Now, by the institution of infinitary conditional positive sentences in B we mean 
the institution ICPS(B) = ICGPS(B)‘(I). We call the classes of models definable in 
ICPS(B) strictly implicational. 
THEOREM 6.1. A class of models is strictly implicational if and only ifit is a strict 
quasi-variety. 
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Proof * Let 8: 2: 4 Z’, 0~ I be a signature morphisms and let p be an 
infinitary conditional ground positive Z-sentence. We prove that the class of 
models of Z-sentence t/Z’ - 0(Z).p is closed under submodels and products. 
Let A be a Z-model, A b t/Z’ - 0(C). p, and let B be a submodel of A. Let B’ be a 
&expansion of B. Since 0 E I, there is a B-expansion of A, say A’, such that B’ is a 
submodel of A’. Now, by definition, A’k=p, and so by Lemma4.1 B’kp, which 
proves that BbVZ’ - B(Lj.p. 
Let A, for p < a, CI 3 0, be a Z-model, A, FVZ - 8(,Z’).p, and let B be a product 
of (A&?ta. Let B’ be a &expansion of B. Since 8 E I, for /? < a there is a &expan- 
sion of A,, say A;, such that B’ is a product of (A;I)Bca. Now, by definition, for 
/3 < c( A; l= p, and so by Lemma 4.1 B’kp, which proves that BFVL” - B(.Z).p. 
Since the intersection of strict quasi-varieties is a strict quasi-variety, this com- 
pletes the prove of the “only if’ part. 
-= By Theorem 2.1 it is enough to prove that for any factorization epimorphism 
e, the class of models injective w.r.t. e is definable by inlinitary conditional positive 
sentences. 
Let Z be a signature and e: A + B be a C-morphism, e E E,. Let Z(A) be a 
diagram signature for A with the signature inclusion z: C -+ C(A), 1 E I, and let E(A) 
be a diagram expansion of A. Recall that E,(B) is a r-expansion of B such that there 
is a Z(A )-morphism E(e): E(A) + E,(B) which is a r-expansion of e 
(Definition 3.2). Note that under our assumptions about diagram signatures e E EZ 
implies E(e) E E,(,,, and so E,(B) is reachable. Let A 1 and A2 be sets of ground 
positive elementary C(A)-sentences such that Mod(A1) = Exp(E(A)) and 
Mod(A2) = Exp(E,(B)). 
We prove that for any Z-model M, M is injective w.r.t. e if and only if 
MkVC(A) - @).(A1 ~42). 
Assume that M is injective w.r.t. e and let M’ be a z-expansion of M such that 
M’l= Al. The definition of Al directly implies that there is a ,Z(A )-morphism 
j! E(A) + M’. By injectivity of M, there is a Z-morphism g: B + M such that 
fl, = e; g. Now, by the definition of a diagram signature there is a Z(A)-morphism 
from E,(B) to M’, which proves that M’ b Al + 62, and so that 
k+VZ(A) - @).(A1 * 42). 
Now, assume that MbVZ(A)--l(C).(Al *A2) and let f: A +M. By the 
definition of a diagram signature we have E(f): E(A) + Ef(M) for some z-expan- 
sions E(f) off and E,(M) of M. Thus, EJM)+ A 1 and so Ef(M)+ A2 as well. 
Hence, there is a Z(A)-morphism g: E,(B) + E,(M). Since E(A) is reachable, 
E(f) = E(e); g and so f = e; gl,, which proves that M is injective w.r.t. e. 1 
A similar result holds for quasi-varieties: by the institution of infinitary con- 
ditional sentences in B we mean the institution ICS(B) = ICGS(B)‘(I). We call the 
classes of models definable in ICS(B) implicational. 
THEOREM 6.2. A class of models is implicational if and only if it is a quasi-variety. 
Proof: => By Theorem 6.1 it is enough to prove that for any 0: C -+ C’, 8 E I, 
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and set A of ground positive elementary Z-sentences, the class of models of C-sen- 
tence VC’ - 0(.X). (A =s- false) is closed under submodels and nonempty products, 
which follows from Lemma 4.2 and assumptions about I in the same way as the 
analogous result in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
t By Theorems 2.1 and 6.1, it is sufficient to prove that for any cone y of the 
form (A, #), the class of models injective w.r.t. y is definable in ICS(B). 
Let Z be a signature and A be C-model, Let C(A) be a diagram signature for 
A with the signature inclusion I: C -+ C(A), I E I. Let E(A) be a diagram expansion 
of A and let A be a set of ground positive elementary C(A)-sentences such 
that Mod(A)=Exp(E(A)) (recall that E(A) is reachable). We prove that for any 
C-model B there is no C-morphism from A to B if and only if 
B+V,Z(A) - z(C).(A =z- false): by definition of a diagram signature, there is no C- 
morphism from A to B iff there is no r-expansion B’ of B with a Z(A)-morphism 
from E(A) to B’, i.e., iff there is no r-expansion B’ of B such that B’,l=A, i.e., iff every 
i-expansion of B satisfies d 3 false, i.e., iff BbVZ(A) - l(C).(A =z- false). The above 
proves that the class of C-models injective w.r.t. the cone (A, 4) is defined by the 
inlinitary conditional C-sentences VC( A ) - z( 2). (A - false) 1 
Note that the above characterization of quasi-varieties (but not that of strict 
quasi-varieties) remains true under slightly weaker assumptions about I: instead of 
(3) it is enough to require only that the reduct functors corresponding to signature 
morphisms in I locally create submodels and nonempty products. 
Three Examples 
Let I,,, be a class of algebraic signature morphisms 8: Z + Z’ such that 8 is an 
algebraic signature inclusion (in the usual set-theoretic sense) and, moreover, the 
only new symbols in C’ are constants (i.e, no new sorts, no new non-constant 
operations). 
I,,, is closed under pushing out along arbitrary signature morphisms in AlgSig. 
Moreover, since for any algebraic signature C and total, partial or continuous C- 
algebra A a diagram signature for A may be given as the enrichment of C by a con- 
stant of the appropriate sort for each element of IAl, I,,, admits diagrams. Finally, 
in each of our three cases the reduct functors corresponding to algebraic signature 
morphisms from IAl, locally create submodels and nonempty products. This is 
trivially true for standard and continuous algebras. For partial algebras: if I E IAlg, 
1: Z -+ C(X) and A, B are partial C-algebras such that B is a submodel of A, then 
for any l-expansion B’ of B, B’ is a submodel of a r-expansion of A in which exactly 
the same constants from X are defined as in B’, similar arguments prove that the 
i-reduct functor locally creates nonempty products. 
Thus, Theorem 6.2 yields a uniform characterization of quasi-varieties of total, 
partial and continuous algebras as implicational classes. 
Moreover, for total and continuous algebras, for any 1 eIAIg, the only (up to 
isomorphism) z-expansion of a terminal model (over the appropriate signature) is a 
terminal model. Thus, for these two cases we can directly apply Theorem 6.1: strict 
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quasi-varieties of total and continuous algebras are exactly strictly implicational 
classes. 
Note that for total algebras, infinitary conditional positive sentences are exactly 
infmitary conditional equations, i.e., formulae of the form VX.( { tl i = t2i) it, + 
{fli= t2i}jaJ), where {tli= t2i}i,, and {tl, = t2j}j,J are sets of equations with 
variables X; a total algebra A satisfies the above inlinitary conditional equation if 
for any valuation 0:X-+ [A(, tl,A(u)=t2~(u) forjEJprovided that tlf(r)=t2;4(u) 
for i E I. 
Similarly, infinitary conditional sentences are exactly intinitary conditional 
equations (as above) or else infinitary conditional inequations, i.e., formulae of the 
form VJX.({tli=t2,}jE, *false), where {tli= t2i},t, is a set of equations with 
variables X; a total algebra A satisfies the above intinitary conditional inequation if 
for no valuation u: X + (A 1 tl f (u) = t2: (u) for i E I. Infinitary conditional sentences 
for continuous algebras may be described in an analogous way (using inequalities 
rather than equations). In both these cases the conditional sentences are as expec- 
ted. 
This is not quite the case for partial algebras, though. Here, inlinitary conditional 
positive sentences are inlinitary conditional equations with partial valuations, i.e., 
formulae of the form VX.(jrl,=t2,}i,, * {tli=t2,},.J), where {tlj=t2i}it, and 
ft1,=t2jlje./ are sets of equations with variables X; a partial algebra A satisfies the 
above formula if for any partial valuation u: X --+ ) A 1, t l,! (u) and t2(’ (II) are defined 
and equal for Jo J provided that tl 4 (v) and t2,A (u) are defined and equal for i E I. 
Similarly, intinitary conditional sentences are infmitary conditional equations or 
inequations with partial valuations. 
The partiality of valuations we have to allow here follows from the fact that for 
any algebraic signature ,Z’, set X and the inclusion z: Z -+ Z(X), a z-expansion of a 
partial X-algebra is a partial Z(X)-algebra, and so values of variables/constants X 
may be undefined in it. For this very reason, for partial algebras the reduct functors 
corresponding to morphisms in I,,, do not locally create products of empty sets of 
partial algebras, and we cannot apply Theorem 6.1 directly. 
To restrict consideration to total valuations of variables we can use the following 
trick (cf. [ST 841, see also [Rei 841 where a similar idea of including delinedness 
requirements into a notion of signature is extensively analysed). 
By definedness formulae we mean equations of the form t = t (where t is a term) 
with the satisfaction relation, translation under algebraic signature morphisms, etc., 
defined as in the institution of ground equations in partial algebras. Let Deffh be 
the category of definedness theories; i.e., the category which has theories of defined- 
ness formulae in partial algebras as objects and theory morphisms between them as 
morphisms. Now, we can consider the basis of abstract algebraic institutions of par- 
tial algebras with definedness axioms, BPAlgDer, which has Deffh as the category of 
signatures and for any (Z, A) E IDetThI the category of partial C-algebras which 
satisfy A as the category of (2, A )-models (with reduct functors and factorization 
systems inherited from the usual category of partial Z-algebras). Note that a class 
of partial algebras is a quasi-variety (resp. strict quasi-variety) “in the old sense” 
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(i.e., without definedness axioms) if and only if it is a quasi-variety (resp. strict 
quasi-variety) “in the new sense” (i.e., with delinedness axioms included in the 
notion of signature). 
Note also that for a partial (C, d )-algebra A, a diagram signature for A (in 
B PA,gDel) may be given as (C(\Al), d u {a=aluo IAI}), i.e., as the extension of 
(C, A) by a constant of the appropriate sort for each element of IAl and the 
requirement that these new constants must have defined values. 
Let I PA,gDel be the class of all signature inclusions of this form (i.e. signature 
inclusions of the form 1: (Z, A ) + (C(X), A u {x = XIX E X} ) for some set X). It is 
easy to check that IPAlgDef is closed under pushing out along arbitrary signature 
morphisms, contains all identities and admits diagrams, and moreover, the reduct 
functors corresponding to signature morphisms in IPAlgDer locally create submodels 
and products. Thus, we can apply both our characterization theorems 
(Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). 
Now, infinitary conditional positive sentences for partial algebras with detined- 
ness axioms are the usual inlinitary conditional equations, i.e., formulae of the form 
VX.((tli=t2,},.,* {tl,=f2jjitJ), where {tl,=t2;},., and {tlj=t2i}ieJ are sets 
of equations with variables X; a partial algebra A satisfies the above infinitary con- 
ditional equation if for any (total) valuation u: X+ IA 1, tit (u) and t2,A (u) are 
defined and equal for j E J provided that tlf (u) and t2/ (u) are defined and equal for 
i E I. Similarly, infinitary conditional sentences are inlinitary conditional equations 
(as above) or inequations, i.e., formulae of the form VX.( jtl,= t2,}j.,*false), 
where f&= t2;),,, is a set of equations with variables X; a partial algebra A 
satisfies the above inlinitary conditional inequation if for no (total) valuation 
u: X-+ IAl tl”(u) and t2?(u) are defined and equal for ie I. 
All this together proves that a class of partial algebras is a strict quasi-variety 
(resp. quasi-variety) if and only if it is definable by infinitary conditional equations 
(resp. infmitary conditional equations and inequations). 
7. ON THE EXISTENCE OF FREE MODELS 
Specifications given in most standard institutions often are loose, i.e., admit many 
nonisomorphic models. The most widely accepted mechanism for imposing 
additional constraints on the models admitted by a specification is to require 
initiality (cf. [GM 831 for an extensive treatment of this notion). In this approach, 
from among all possible models of a set of axioms we choose as an acceptable 
realization of the specified abstract data type only the unique (up to isomorphism) 
initial model. Moreover, quite often we want some parts of a data type to be inter- 
preted loosely-and some others to be interpreted in a standard “initial” way given 
an interpretation of these “loose” parts. In other words we require that some part of 
a model must be a “free extension” of some other parts. This may be formally 
expressed using “initially restricting algebraic theories” [ Rei SO] or, more generally, 
data constraints as introduced in [BG SO], cf. also [EWT 83, GB 841. 
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Unfortunately, initial (or, more generally, free) models need not always exist. 
Thus, if one wants to avoid proving their existence for each specification separately 
(see, e.g., [CMPPV 801 and [WPPDB 831 where some results supporting such an 
approach are given) he has to use an institution that guarantees the existence of 
initial models of any consistent set of axioms (or, more generally, the existence of 
free extensions of models along any theory morphism). It is well-known that, for 
example, equational logic has this property but first-order logic does not. 
We say that an abstract algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics if 
any nonempty class of models definable in it constains a reachable initial model. 
We say that an abstract algebraic institution is strongly liberal if for any theory 
morphism rr: Tl -+ 72, the o-reduct functor _ 1~: Mod( 22) + Mod( Tl ) has a left 
adjoint F,: Mod( Tl ) -+ Mod( 72) and, moreover, for any A E Mod( Tl ) F,(A) is 
o-reachable, i.e., F,(A) has no proper submodel with an isomorphic a-reduct. 
THEOREM 7.1. [Tar 851. (1) An abstract algebraic institution strongly admits 
initial semantics tf and only tf every class definable in it is a quasi-variety. 
(2) An abstract algebraic institution is strongly liberal if and only if every class 
definable in it is a strict quasi-variety. 
These results were obtained by a step-by-step generalization (cf. 
[Tar 84,84a, 851) of a characterization of standard algebraic institutions which 
strongly admit initial semantics essentially due to Mahr and Makowsky [MM 841. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let INS be an abstract algebraic institution in which there exists 
a class of signature morphisms satisfying the assumptions of Section 6. 
(1) INS strongly admits initial semantics if” and only if every class of models 
definable in it is implicational. 
(2) INS is strongly liberal if and only if every class of models definable in INS 
is strictly implicational. 
For any two abstract algebraic institutions INS1 and INS2 with the same basis, 
we say that INS1 is reducible to INS2 if any class of models definable in INS1 is 
also definable in INS2, or equivalently, if for any signature .Z and &-sentence cp in 
INSl, cp E ISen,,,, (L)(, cp is expressible in INS2, i.e., there is a set @ of Z-sentences 
in INS2, @c ISen,,s,(L)(, such that for any A E (Mod( A+,,,, ~0 iff Ak tNsZ@. 
Corollary 7.1 states that for any basis of abstract algebraic institutions the most 
general (w.r.t. reducibility) among abstract algebraic institutions with this basis 
which strongly admit initial semantics (resp. are strongly liberal) is the institution 
of inlinitary conditional sentences (resp. of infinitary conditional positive sentences). 
Three Examples 
Using the results states in the previous section, we can specialize Corollary 7.1 as 
follows: 
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The most general standard algebraic institution which strongly admits initial 
semantics is the institution of inlinitary conditional equations and inequations; the 
most general standard algebraic institution which is strongly liberal is the 
institution of inlinitary conditional equations. 
The most general institution of partial algebras which strongly admits initial 
semantics is the institution of inlinitary conditional equations and inequations in 
partial algebras; the most general institution of partial algebras which is strongly 
liberal is the institution of inlinitary conditional equations in partial algebras. 
The most general institution of continuous algebras which strongly admits initial 
semantics is the institution of infinitary conditional inequalities and in-inequalities; 
the most general institution of continuous algebras which is strongly liberal is the 
institution of infinitary conditional inequalities. 
8. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
We recalled the notion of institution introduced by Goguen and Burstall 
[GB 841 to formalize the concept of a logical system for writing specifications. We 
specialized their extremely general definition and dealt with abstract algebraic 
institutions, i.e., institutions equipped with factorization systems for the categories of 
models which satisfy a number of additional requirements. Namely, besides some 
purely technical conditions, we required that abstract algebraic institutions identify 
isomorphic models, allow the definition of any ground variety of models and 
guarantee the existence of a diagram expansion for any model (Sect. 3). 
In this framework we introduced a notion of ground positive elementary sentence 
(Sect. 4), which together with a notion of open formula and universal quantification 
in an arbitrary institution (Sect. 5) led to a notion of infinitary conditional sentence 
(Sect. 6). 
Using these tools we generalized a standard characterization of quasi-varieties 
and strict quasi-varieties: we proved (Sect. 6) that in abstract algebraic institutions 
these are, respectively, implicational and strictly implicational classes. This allowed 
us to present characterizations of the most general abstract algebraic institution 
which strongly admits initial semantics (resp. is strongly liberal; cf. [Tar 851) in 
more standard syntactic terms. 
Throughout the paper we specialized the accepted definitions and obtained 
results for three typical notions of model (over standard algebraic signatures): total, 
partial and continuous algebras. The general results of Section 8 yield charac- 
terizations of quasi-varieties and strict quasi-varieties of, respectively, total, partial 
and continuous algebras (Sect. 6). Of course, these characterizations are not new 
(see [Gra 79, Theorem 63.41 for the standard case; [AN 761, also [Tar 85-J for the 
case of partial algebras; [ANR 841 for the case of continuous algebras). Here we 
obtained them, however, in a uniform way, as special cases of our Theorems 6.1 
and 6.2, which may also be applied in the context of other notions of signature and 
of model, such as for example order-sorted [Goguen 781 and polymorphic 
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[Mil78] signatures, error algebras [Goguen 77, GDLE 821 and algebras with sub- 
sorts [Gogolla 831. 
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